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Introduction
Your birth chart is a snapshot of your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual potential. It indicates the
strengths you began with, and also shows your potential for the future. As soon as you were born, the planets
started moving forward.
Astrology provides the best, most complete guide for human development available today. This interpretation
considers astrological indicators, providing information that is largely missing from current developmental
research and family history.
Each planet has a specific role in development. As you look at indicators associated with each of the planets,
you will see the kinds of developmental challenges you have already met, as well as strengths and weaknesses
you have to work with now or in the future.
The cycles of the planets vary in length. Basically, the longer the cycle, the later in life a particular
developmental demand is encountered and addressed. For example, you experienced every possible aspect of
the Moon within one lunar month of your birth date, whereas No one experiences the full cycle of Neptune and
Pluto because those cycles are 165 and 249 years long.
As you read through your interpretation, there will be indicators that mean little to you because you don't
remember that period of your life, and there is no one in your family who remembers either. Other
developmental markers will scream 'YES, YES, YES!' to you. When you get to the part of the interpretation
that corresponds to your present age, you can shift your thoughts to the future. You will see possibilities laid
out before you, and you can take charge of your life in a whole new way.
The First Two Years of Your Life
It's likely that you know very little about the first two years of your life, and that you remember almost
nothing. However, those two years set the tone for your entire future. Here are a few examples, based on the
astrological factors in play during the first two years of life, and on developmental guidelines widely accepted
in child development literature:
* Your body weight went from between five and ten pounds at birth (for most infants) to about 24 to 34
pounds. Naturally some children fall outside these norms, yet are perfectly healthy. You probably tripled or
quadrupled in weight.
* Your height went from about 18 to 22 inches to about 34 to 42 inches. Height varies a great deal at this age,
but you nearly doubled in height in two years. One estimate of adult height is to double the height at age two,
so you were half way to your adult height at age two.
* Your brain went from about 370 grams in weight to about 1080 grams-almost tripled in size! Although your
brain had almost all of its neurons when you were born, it continued to grow at this rapid rate to provide cells
to nourish the brain, insulate the nervous system, and clean up any dead neurons.
* By age two, you had a rudimentary sense of separateness from other people. Before age two, understanding
separateness was at best vague.
* By age two, you had developed a basic capacity for empathy.
* You had also developed a remarkably complex set of social skills. You could smile, cry or demand attention
in other ways, interact with adults and children, and understand and use language. You had preferences for
some people over others.
* You could walk, tiptoe, and climb. You could hold and throw objects, pick up small and large objects, and
carry things.
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The above introductory information summarizes the many interactions of the Moon, the Sun, Mercury, Venus,
and Mars during the first two years of life, and the first indicator for Jupiter as well. As you can see,
two-year-olds are amazingly capable human beings. The first two years of life have physical, mental,
emotional, and even spiritual implications for the entire rest of your life. Astrology provides a definitive
picture of that potential, while social and cultural settings provide nurturing and education that also impact
your development.
The rest of the report looks at the outer planets - Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto - and their motion
to provide a developmental map of your life.
The dates included in the report indicate when certain aspects (angular relationships) first occurred. The dates
will often coincide closely with your actual experiences. When they do not, you may see a pattern involving
the family or social sphere that promoted or delayed physical development, social activity, mental growth, or
spiritual insight. The apparent motion of planets sometimes allows them to seem to form the same aspect more
than once in a short period of time. If this occurs, you may experience times when you felt ready for something
indicated in this report, but found that you didnÕt quite experience it until a few months later. This is a natural
occurrence because developmental achievements rarely happen all at once on a certain date, but unfold over a
period of time before and after the exact date of the aspect.
Please note that certain astrological factors are in play for significantly longer periods of time both before and
after the date noted. These have been identified as long-term and very long-term aspects.
Transit Jupiter semi-sextile Jupiter - 3 July 1809 - Age 0
At this time you experienced successes in many activities that required massive effort to learn.
Transit Jupiter semi-square Jupiter - 25 April 1810 - Age 1
You probably began asking questions more. This indicates mental development required for performing
processes that include more than one step, thinking about different attitudes in people at different times, and
lengthening attention span.
Transit Jupiter sextile Jupiter - 30 June 1810 - Age 1
The emphasis was on new relationships and the development of communication skills. The key was the power
of communication in your environment. The process of measuring personal needs and desires against the
environment outside the body was begun in earnest. You learned effective or not so effective methods of
relating to the world, and thereby getting needs met.
Progressed Moon semi-sextile Moon - 7 May 1811 - Age 2
[Long-term effect]
Intense 'work' took place on your part to grow and learn. Although attention spans were often rather short, the
intensity of effort was visible on your face, and felt in the tensing of other muscles.
At this early age, you experienced the immediate world around you. You probably had toys of your own, and
you certainly began to learn the concept of possession, if not ownership. No longer completely dependent on
your caregivers, you had the ability to feed yourself, to choose your clothing, and to work, play, and learn.
Your motor skills had developed so you could pick up, hold, and throw objects. Your inquisitiveness had
doubtless gotten you into some difficulties. By now you were more self-sufficient - you could spend time
playing without someone constantly helping you. However, you still needed very close supervision because of
your lack of caution.
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Transit Jupiter square Jupiter - 11 July 1811 - Age 2
Here the crisis was one of choice. You chose the way to go, and then worked within the limits of that path.
There was focus of intention. The focus was on action-social skills learned here carried through all future
cycles.
A bit of wisdom is usually learned here: when faced with a choice, you could do both things, but you had to
figure out the appropriate moments for each choice as much as possible. For example, when out of the house,
you probably had to act more grown up. When at home, you could usually get what you needed by using less
grown up tactics- you may have reverted to crying, shouting, or pounding on something to get attention.
Transit Saturn semi-sextile Saturn - 26 January 1812 - Age 2
Second molars emerged, and you were capable of chewing and eating most foods. Canines also emerged at or
just after this age.
Progressed Moon semi-square Moon - 4 July 1812 - Age 3
[Long-term effect]
You may have experienced emotional stress due to your physical growth or your expansion outside the family
to make friends in the neighborhood. Your relationship with your mother may have changed as you moved
from babyhood into childhood.
At this age you probably demonstrated a capacity for internal mental processes. No longer simply expressing,
you paid more conscious attention to caregivers, siblings, and other people. You showed that you cared about
some things deeply, that you like some foods and refused others, and that you had a mind of your own.
You also began to show warmth and caring for other people more. You began to understand that other people
had experiences that were different from yours and not part of you at all. You may have been quite attached to
one of your parents.
Transit Jupiter trine Jupiter - 29 July 1812 - Age 3
At this stage, you were probably willing to take some risks. Other people probably observed that you had
absorbed certain values. There was a need to gain self-assurance through practice and through trying new
things. This is the age when the question 'why' became a prominent feature in conversations. You knew that
there were usually reasons for different things, and wanted to know what those reasons were.
Transit Jupiter sesqui-square Jupiter - 20 October 1812 - Age 3
During this period you wrestled with the concept that games have rules that donÕt change. You tended to
change the rules to suit your needs. You also may have felt stressed by the need to tell the truth vs. the desire to
make up imaginative answers when you had a problem. You may have enjoyed role playing and dressing up in
costumes.
Transit Saturn semi-square Saturn - 21 March 1813 - Age 4
The roots of baby teeth were all completely formed. You had a lot more imagination about where to go and
what to do than your almost four-year-old capacities could manage. You may have felt that others were
constantly trying to hold you back. Although you got plenty of encouragement in some directions, you felt
restrained in others. There may have been strong evidence of the development of will power, both for getting
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things done, and for waiting for things to happen.
Transit Jupiter quincunx Jupiter - 22 August 1813 - Age 4
There were adjustments to increasing social activities and introduction to formal schooling. Parents expected to
see evidence of your values, and of increasing capacity for teamwork.
Progressed Moon sextile Moon - 5 September 1813 - Age 4
[Long-term effect]
You used every opportunity to imitate the parents and others in the immediate environment. Social learning
accelerated. You were more willing to carry on a conversation, talk on the telephone, and express your ideas to
parents and others.
At this age your mind was like a tape recorder. You were somewhat restless, wanting to see and do everything.
You had a rather short attention span, yet could focus intently for short periods. You may not have had any
specific, serious interests, choosing instead to try anything and everything.
Around this age you were actively learning symbols, such as the alphabet and numbers. You also were learning
to draw, and your figures were gaining more detail. You began to explore a larger neighborhood, and you knew
how to get home from nearby locations.
Your physical coordination was developing rapidly, and along with it, your capacity to get into mischief.
Transit Jupiter opposition Jupiter - 20 September 1814 - Age 5
You may have tried to establish perfect relationships with other people. You showed a degree of adaptability in
social situations. Ideally there was a more expansive sense of self-confidence. There was a sense of personal
power ('I can not only do this, but I can do it well, and I can choose to do it too.').
You may have had strong ideas about what you wanted to be when you grew up. You could respond to 'What
if' questions. Some six year olds are able to recognize strangers' faces when they see them for the second time,
but this skill may not develop until much later. Probably you could climb, dance, and describe yourself in
physical terms.
Boys are often about six months behind girls in both physical and emotional development at this age.
Transit Saturn sextile Saturn - 23 January 1815 - Age 5
At this age, baby teeth began to come out in preparation for permanent teeth. Between now and age seven, the
first molars erupted. Beginning school offered an opportunity to develop social skills and to accept a new level
of responsibility for yourself.
Transit Jupiter quincunx Jupiter - 21 October 1815 - Age 6
There was a basic understanding of ambiguity. For example, you knew that mother and father did not always
agree, and yet both of them were right to some degree. The capacity to form an opinion was probably in place.
At this age you were expected to understand the difference between right and wrong, whereas earlier you only
understood consequences, and had to ask of something was okay or not.
You understood that certain words have two meanings. This Jupiter moment shares in the nature of Uranus, in
that intuition is a component of recognizing subtleties of meaning, and the nature of jokes. You also
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incorporated an understanding of words that are pronounced the same, but have different meanings (spelling
may or may not have been part of this understanding).
Transit Jupiter sesqui-square Jupiter - 10 January 1816 - Age 6
You had moments when you are outgoing and optimistic, yet in between you had times when you were
painfully shy, especially when trying something for the first time. Sometimes you were afraid to try new
things, not because you couldn't do them but because you didnÕt know how to get started. You probably began
to question why you were alive, and what death is all about.
Transit Uranus semi-sextile Uranus - 12 January 1816 - Age 6
At this age you probably gained a richer sense of possibilities for jokes and riddles because your cognitive
abilities were expanding rapidly. Looking back, you may recall instances when intuition was active, such as
foreseeing events that the people around you either did not see or actively denied, yet those events came about
very much as you predicted.
Progressed Moon square Moon - 13 January 1816 - Age 6
[Long-term effect]
At this age you were beginning to truly understand the values you had been taught. For example, rather than
simply knowing that you might be punished for being naughty, you learned how to figure out if you were
doing something bad. The sense of right and wrong up to this point was almost totally dependent on what you
had been taught.
Another striking development was your ability to insulate yourself from the world. You learned that your inner
self was something to be protected, and you learned how to take on at least part of the protective role. You may
have spent periods of time mulling over your thoughts, and others may have perceived you as being rather
sensitive.
You were able to learn and perform household chores and other tasks, and remember how to do them.
Transit Jupiter trine Jupiter - 19 November 1816 - Age 7
After a possibly stressful time, by now you had a greater capacity to manage interactions within your social
system. The basis for moral and ethical values was developed around this age. In addition, there developed the
capacity to learn more mature approaches to solving problem that had already been met in the past. A sense of
fairness emerged.
There was a greater understanding of the difference between fantasy and reality. This point deserves major
consideration. After all, if Wily Coyote in Road Runner cartoons lives to see another day after falling off a
cliff, why doesn't Johnny get up and play after falling off the porch? And how come we can see actors after
they have been shot and killed in movies, but not someone we know who has died? You may have had
terrifying dreams after watching scary movies!
Transit Saturn square Saturn - 16 April 1817 - Age 8
Up to this time, you were primarily part of a close-knit family group. And you had basic survival skills to step
out of the nuclear family into the immediate neighborhood to meet other children, relate to caretakers outside
the household, and begin regular schooling. By this age, you saw yourself as separate from parents and
siblings. In fact, around age seven, you may have felt somewhat isolated, while also enjoying a new sense of
independence.
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On the physical level, you were able to climb, and you were probably fairly cautious when climbing trees or
ladders. You developed more fluid handwriting. In addition, you had a clear sense of concrete operations, such
as the steps involved in performing specific tasks. The perception of diagonal lines and diamond shapes was
gained. Adult first molars and incisors erupted.
You developed a much better sense of time. You understood the concepts of future and past more fully, and
you indicated this through fairly sophisticated conversation, such as 'I just had a birthday last week, so it will
be along time before I have the next one.' This sentence indicates a grasp of before, later, and sequential events.
Understanding time may have paralleled evidence of greater patience.
Mentally you could remember and repeat sets of five numbers in a row. The concept of differences of opinion
was learned. Awareness of the relationship between cause and effect was in place, although obscure
relationships were probably missed. You were capable of understanding rather complex jokes, and even made
jokes yourself.
A very important developmental marker at this age was the understanding of right and wrong. Individual rules
were recognized as part of a systematic structure that was generalized into a code. You internalized the 'feeling'
of rightness or wrongness of your actions, and gradually learned to make your own decisions. While a child of
two or three looks to an adult authority figure for information about appropriate action, at this time you learned
to look within yourself for this information.
There was a growing sense of responsibility for personal actions, and also a greater feeling of significance as
an individual. Along with self awareness came the capacity to question authority of parents and other adults.
Transit Jupiter square Jupiter - 15 December 1817 - Age 8
This was a readjustment period. You measured results of your actions, and the moral sense developed further.
You may have chosen to be more yourself and less what others wanted. A second choice may have led you to
set higher or different goals. A third possibility was to contribute spiritually to the world. Social relationships
were sought that reflected your own higher purpose.
By this age, language skills generally included the capacity to use irregular plurals, such as women and mice,
instead of womans and mouses.
Progressed Moon trine Moon - 21 July 1818 - Age 9
[Long-term effect]
Around this time your first interest in the opposite sex may have developed. Parental lore suggests that girls get
'catty' at this age, while boys tend to 'join the pack.' While actual sexual activity may have been delayed for
some time, interest was awakened around this age, and attention to sexual themes may have become evident.
This was the time when early peer group attachments developed. You wanted to belong to the group, and you
may have struggled with the feelings aroused when you were not invited to participate. In addition, you may
have begun to obey your parents less and tried to please peers more.
You may have had to compete for attention, and the budding actor in you had a chance to get some time on
stage. You may have sought praise from both parents and peers.
Transit Jupiter sextile Jupiter - 4 January 1819 - Age 9
By age ten, you had chosen a path, adjusted behavior to suit your developing sense of ethics and morals, and
reconsidered goals in view of your growing sense of social involvement. There was an opportunity to see what
you truly wanted for yourself and for your friends. You sought new horizons in thinking and actions. Group
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activities played a greater part in moving you ahead in life.
Transit Jupiter semi-square Jupiter - 11 March 1819 - Age 10
Stresses at school or within your family or peer group provide ground for development of ideas concerning
injustice. A lack of internal harmony could lead you to go along with your peer group, even if their actions are
not consistent with values you have been taught.
Progressed Moon sesqui-square Moon - 20 November 1819 - Age 10
[Long-term effect]
Sexual attitudes became more defined, whether you were actively aware of them or not. You may have
experienced internal struggles and even agitation due to the ebb and flow of peer relationships.
Nearing the age when you were expected to act more like an adult, you still had moments when you were
totally a child. Mentally your memory and thinking skills became more refined, and you began to understand
logic and analytical problems more clearly.
Transit Uranus semi-square Uranus - 17 December 1819 - Age 10
Clarifying your mind may have been stressful at this time. You saw yourself moving toward the teen years and
adulthood, you were growing rapidly and your mind was working constantly. You developed the ability to
forecast outcomes of your behavior, as well as events caused by other people. You developed greater ego
strength as your mental abilities improved. Intuition may have become a more powerful part of your
decision-making mechanism.
Transit Jupiter semi-sextile Jupiter - 18 January 1820 - Age 10
There may have been adjustments in personal relationships. These included family members, teachers, and
friends. Adjustments may have been rather painful, and at the same time beneficial.
Transit Saturn trine Saturn - 21 March 1820 - Age 11
At around this age, you developed the ability to remember the faces of strangers (a remarkable 'social' skill
considering that most early childhood learning involves repetitive practice). You were aware of bodily
changes. You may have collected things.
Transit Jupiter conjunct Jupiter - 15 June 1820 - Age 11
This is the time of coming of age ceremonies around the world. There was a shift from childhood to a more
grown up phase. I purposely do not use the word adult here because twelve year olds are not emotionally ready
for adult responsibilities. Physically the onset of puberty is a key focus of attention. It is time to assimilate a
larger biological and psychological consciousness. This was a time when your habits could be changed. It was
a time to take the initiative. You may have felt some moral conflicts at this point. You probably felt capable
and in control of your life.
Progressed Moon quincunx Moon - 3 February 1821 - Age 11
[Long-term effect]
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You could memorize without any reflection upon meaning, but may have had a hard time paraphrasing
something.
Entering adolescence around this time, you probably felt like you 'knew it all,' even though you encountered
new subjects and ideas just about every day. School and everyday family activities felt boring and tedious.
Now you learned that bad things could happen to you regardless of how careful you were, or how hard your
parents tried to avoid them. As you became more independent, your parents may have become stricter. Your
criticisms of your parents began to have more substance and logic behind them.
Your understanding of your own health and the physical changes you were experiencing became a focal point.
Emotionally you acted independent, but probably needed bolstering more than you let on.
Transit Saturn sesqui-square Saturn - 19 April 1821 - Age 12
Bicuspids generally emerged around this age. Impulses that were more instinctive before this time became
more consciously directed. You could develop and sustain a plan without much guidance. You could take on
independent learning projects. Evaluation skills became stronger.
Transit Saturn quincunx Saturn - 17 May 1822 - Age 13
The second molars emerged. Pubic hair may have developed. At this time you found that others expected more
adult behavior from you. This meant dropping child-like activities in favor of more adult behaviors. You may
have been allowed to baby sit for younger children, for example.
Transit Uranus sextile Uranus - 5 February 1823 - Age 13
Sexual and emotional opportunities arise. The desire to reach out to form strong relationships with people in
the peer group reflects a growing desire for independence.
Transit Neptune semi-sextile Neptune - 15 February 1823 - Age 14
[Long-term effect]
Psychic ability may have first emerged. Many teenagers have flashes of telekinesis, clairvoyance, and other
extrasensory abilities. Dreams about your future became part of your planning, although there may have been
little in the way of action taken.
Progressed Moon opposition Moon - 5 June 1823 - Age 14
[Long-term effect]
You had greater emotional awareness of self and perhaps of others. This was a period where greater objectivity
may have emerged as well. You were probably more aware of responses coming from within yourself. You
may also have been more curious about how instincts and emotions worked for other people.
Your emotional attention at this time was directly on 'the other.' Ties to parents shifted toward peers,
particularly those of the opposite sex. These peer interactions stirred your awareness of the differences between
you and your caregivers, and you perceived flaws in your long-standing emotional relationships. You may
have learned about how to ague more effectively, and hopefully learned that you could disagree without
blaming each other.
You probably learned a lot about balancing your own needs against those of the people around you. Whether
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your progress toward independence moved swiftly or slowly at this time, you probably felt strong urges to do
something, even if it was wrong. If your attitude was more relentless, you learned how to persist until you got
your way. A third possibility involved dabbling in lots of activities and changing your mind frequently.
Transit Saturn opposition Saturn - 5 July 1824 - Age 15
The teen years were filled with a sense of crisis for most people. Profound physical and sexual changes were in
process. Emotions swung from adult, independent assurance to child-like dependence. Undisciplined emotions
led to rebellion, with disastrous results if you didn't develop behavioral limits. Defiance, something that
younger children are generally afraid of, flared.
You may have felt frustration when trying to resolve difficult situations, or pursued a black-and-white thinking
style with little capacity for synthesis. By this time, ideally you moved from primarily inductive thinking
toward using the deductive style of reasoning. This provided the opportunity to abandon somewhat
unpredictable patterns of thinking and take up a more precise, definite, secure mental style. Much of the world
seemed logical and rational. Critical evaluation ability and abstract thinking developed around this age. Both
benefited from practice.
Unpredictable emotional floods contradicted this new style of thinking. You may have blamed others for your
difficulties. Parents or immediate caregivers were likely targets for these negative emotions, while more
positive feelings were reserved for peers. Expression of sexuality became an issue. Even though this may have
been a painful time, it was important for you to take this time to more fully understand changing emotions,
physical responses, and mental capabilities.
Progressed Moon quincunx Moon - 23 September 1825 - Age 16
[Long-term effect]
By this time maturation of thought processes had probably occurred. As you gained awareness of instinctual
responses, you also developed the capacity for abstract thinking. This lunar progression often coincides with
Saturn's opposition, and this pairing of the Moon and Saturn reflects the two capacities required for abstract
thinking: an inner sense of the unseen, and an outer awareness and capacity for analysis in the concrete world.
Even though you felt grown up and independent part of the time, you still needed the support and boundaries
provided by parents, teachers, and rules. Around this time your awareness of your sexuality was fully in place,
and the resulting tensions upset your recently acquired emotional equilibrium. Your capacity to balance out
feelings and needs seemed to abandon you from time to time, and you may have felt insecure in relationships.
Add to this the fact that you were moving from home and high school into career or college, and you had
plenty to be anxious about. You may also have experimented with drugs, alcohol, or cigarettes, along with sex.
Even if you did none of these things, you wondered about them, especially if your friends tried them.
You may have encountered your first love around this time.
Transit Saturn quincunx Saturn - 21 August 1826 - Age 17
The long bones in arms and legs fused, ending further lengthening, around age seventeen or eighteen. In your
social sphere, you may have taken a job outside the family home around this time. You could have felt
somewhat isolated as you tried to make major adjustments, such as going away to college.
Progressed Moon sesqui-square Moon - 4 November 1826 - Age 17
[Long-term effect]
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During this time you felt quite adult in certain respects, and yet occasionally felt rather child-like in your
attitudes or responses to others. You may have had to work quite hard to establish and maintain your position
as an individual.
At this time your emotions probably turned inward. The agitation you felt was not so evident to others, partly
because you had learned to contain your feelings more completely.
Issues that likely arose concerned your creative talents and how to apply them, as well as your continued
dependence on others for material support. Along with these very real problems, you may have experienced
ups and downs in your level of self-esteem. Circumstances may have thrown curve balls that you were not
prepared to face. Through no fault of your own, you encountered doubts about yourself and anxiety about your
future.
Transit Saturn sesqui-square Saturn - 14 September 1827 - Age 18
Wisdom teeth may have appeared, although the time period can vary from around 15 to around 20. Some
people never develop the third molars. Emotional, mental, and spiritual wisdom all provided focus for your
activities at this stage. You may have learned greater patience, for example, especially if you were involved in
the care and teaching of younger children.
Progressed Moon trine Moon - 4 December 1827 - Age 18
[Long-term effect]
By this time you probably accepted a lot of new ideas, and your personal values were undergoing change. You
set your direction so that you could avoid the mistakes you saw in your parents, other caregivers, and peers.
You may have felt that you were more invincible than they.
Generally, even though life was not entirely smooth, you felt better about yourself. Probably you had
experiences that felt like personal successes and you relaxed into the flow of life more easily. You were more
certain that you could handle your own problems, and you may have developed a more practical approach to
life. Emotions settled into a more consistent pattern, and your self-analysis showed that you were able to
respond to others without great emotional distress.
Transit Saturn trine Saturn - 10 October 1828 - Age 19
You identified and understood adult levels of responsibility. You had the chance to work with adult and adult
activities, generally without the full weight of economic and social responsibility of adulthood.
Progressed Moon square Moon - 17 January 1830 - Age 20
[Long-term effect]
By this time you were an adult in the legal sense. You may not have been completely independent from your
parents, but you were much more on your own. Two possible directions emerged. You may have continued to
resist Mom and Dad, seeking your own direction in life. If that became tiresome, you may have given in and
become what they wanted you to be, giving up some of your own dreams in the process.
This was a time of assertive effort, one way or the other. You faced real challenges, and you may have
wondered why they caused you so much upset. You sought independence and your emotions flared when you
sensed its lack. Even though you may have perceived a need to change your emotional responses, you resisted.
Or possibly you changed at the drop of a hat and wondered if you would ever gain a degree of stability. Or all
of the above.
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Transit Neptune semi-square Neptune - 19 February 1830 - Age 21
[Long-term effect]
You have absorbed massive amounts of information before this time. Now you were faced with the task of
internalizing facts, ideas, opinions, or moral and ethical principles provided by other people. You discovered,
possibly to your own discomfort, that you disagreed with some of what you have been told. You also found
that when you attempted to apply logic to your questions, you didnÕt get satisfying answers in every case. You
learned how to pay attention to your own psychic insights and mesh them with the input you received from
other people.
Transit Uranus square Uranus - 1 April 1830 - Age 21
There is a mental crisis. Sense of the future - intuition - strives to see what is ahead. Learns new ways of
planning for the future.
Transit Saturn square Saturn - 13 August 1831 - Age 22
The third major Saturn milestone occurs around age twenty-one to twenty-two. Our society labels us as adults
at about this time. Laws in many states and countries confer legal responsibility before age twenty-one, but
astrology signals the acquisition of the intellectual, emotional and spiritual understanding of responsibility at
age twenty-one, not earlier. At this milestone, it is possible to have a romantic relationship that is not based on
dependence.
There is a crisis of consciousness in which you balance independence with greater caution and possibly
hesitation about going out on your own. You desire to 'go it alone', yet you need a separate identity from your
peer group, just as you need to separate from the family in order to become a healthy individual.
Progressed Moon sextile Moon - 1 March 1832 - Age 23
[Long-term effect]
At this time emotions integrated more smoothly. Relationships with parents and family may have smoothed
out, and peer relationships may also have flowed into marriage, children, or the development of strong ties to
career associates.
Although you felt there were opportunities for you, you may also have felt as though not much was happening
during this period. With relationships rolling along, you may have felt as though you were simply coasting
through life. You were able to handle stresses more easily.
Progressed Moon semi-square Moon - 26 March 1833 - Age 24
[Long-term effect]
Now you have inner tensions, possibly due to repressed feelings that begin to re-surface. Although you appear
carefree on the outside, inside there is turmoil. You may be rather moody.
Your desire for independence may run counter to the responsibilities you have shouldered. You perceive that
you have to make big choices that affect others as well as yourself.
Transit Saturn sextile Saturn - 10 October 1833 - Age 24
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By this time you have integrated intellectual development. You now have the opportunity to put what you have
learned into practice in the material world, and you get opportunities to apply your own ideas. You probably
develop more sophisticated business relationships.
Progressed Moon semi-sextile Moon - 24 April 1834 - Age 25
[Long-term effect]
This is a period when you re-evaluate your feelings about many things. The problem at this time is that you are
somewhat less able to see your problems clearly. You are not oblivious, but you are not at the top of your
analytical game either. You may feel that your difficulties are more complex now simply because they are
somehow hidden from your awareness.
You responses to life may seem confusing. During this period you probably learn a lot about testing solutions
mentally before taking action. Each action may feel a bit jarring to your emotions.
Transit Pluto semi-sextile Pluto - 10 June 1834 - Age 25
[Long-term effect]
Note the vast range of age potential for Pluto aspects. If you fell closer to the young end of the spectrum, you
were well ahead of individuals a generation or two older than yourself. If you fall at the higher end of the age
range, you will experience fewer Pluto aspects during your lifetime.
The first awareness of psychic powers developed at the time of the first aspect of Pluto, with the awareness that
your psychic powers were unusual or different from what other people perceive. There could be a capacity for
telekinesis, as well as a fresh awareness of personal power.
Transit Saturn semi-square Saturn - 13 November 1834 - Age 25
Generally there has been an acceptance of adult responsibilities by this time in terms of employment,
completion of school, and social relationships. There may be tension concerning previous decisions, especially
if you have formed strained relationships.
Transit Saturn semi-sextile Saturn - 25 December 1835 - Age 26
Comprehensive life skills include consideration of physical, mental, emotional and spiritual needs and desires.
While there may not be a specific event associated with this minor aspect, often people can point to a single
lesson they learned around this time, perhaps something that set the stage for the upcoming Saturn Return.
Progressed Moon conjunction Moon - 25 June 1836 - Age 27
[Long-term effect]
Your emotional development has come full circle. Although there may not be any specific events, you take this
time to re-assess your life path. You evaluate past decisions with greater clarity, and you are able to forecast
your future responses more readily.
Your natural emotional bent is intensified and confirmed now. This time can feel both more 'you' and more
alien at the same time. You are ready to let go of old emotional patterns that no longer serve you in your adult
life, and yet you recall emotional incidents that made profound marks on your psyche. Thus your thoughts
return home to sort out what you will keep and what you will discard from your past.
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At this time you begin your adult future. You very likely accept yourself more completely now.
Progressed Venus semi-sextile Venus - 22 November 1836 - Age 27
[Long-term effect]
Within the first month of your life, you were already establishing social patterns that have carried you forward
to the present time. Then you may have had some of your first smiles, a social act that bonded you in a positive
manner to your caregivers. You also probably cuddled or patted the person holding you.
Now you embark on a period of extended social contact. Many people experience serious romantic attachments
that reflect the magnetic energy of Venus. Even if Cupid's arrows have pierced your heart long before this
time, you may feel surges of physical attraction that surprise you.
Arts and culture provide another area for your growing interest. Although your sense of harmony and beauty is
still undergoing change, you know what you like when you see it, and you learn new acquisition skills and new
forms of pleasure.
A generally positive outlook on life is peppered with moments of poignant feeling, both joyful and sad. You
may wonder why your feelings vacillate as much as they do.
Transit Neptune sextile Neptune - 21 February 1837 - Age 28
[Long-term effect]
There is an unfocused approach to life at this time. You are able to replace familiar surroundings,
acquaintances, and ideas with less familiar experiences. There is potential for expansion into new
psychological territory. The nuances of other planetary aspects close to this time make the period especially
intense.
Transit Uranus trine Uranus - 21 March 1838 - Age 29
Intuition helps you to choose your associates wisely. If you feel pressure to become more independent, subtle
psychic awareness and intuition can provide insight into career plans and the people you meet. Your
perspective on life broadens as you undertake major changes. You sense the future out there, and you
understand that you don't have to do everything immediately, even if you feel the urge to do so.
Transit Saturn conjunct Saturn - 9 December 1838 - Age 29
The Saturn Return marks the beginning of the most important period of maturity. This is when your productive
powers are at their height-a time when you express yourself in the world and are able to achieve concrete goals
and make a lasting impact. Life turns outward from the self, allowing you to meet and interact in the world,
instead of focusing on internal changes.
During the next 28 to 30 years, your physical effort shifts away from growth and toward work and maintenance
of health. You have 28 to 30 years of life experience building the structure of your physical body, your mental
capacity, your emotional tendencies, and your spiritual understanding. The next 28 or so years will therefore be
significantly different from the first. The Saturn Return is a time to assess your accomplishments and your
goals, and to make changes you believe are necessary.
Self-awareness increases and greater social awareness develops. There may be life-changing events, or there
may simply be a felt shift in your personal desires and actions. You fill in gaps of knowledge and emotional
skill, and you face difficulties while also sorting out issues from the past.
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Keep in mind that no one stops being the person represented by the birth chart. However, you now are entering
an extended period during which you add nuances to our repertoire of behaviors.
Progressed Sun semi-sextile Sun - 9 January 1839 - Age 29
[Long-term effect]
At this time you enter a period of your life during which your energy undergoes a serious shift. This is a time
for integrating new principles into your way of being. Throughout your childhood and early adult life, you
have experienced physical growth and shifts in emotional energy. Now you undergo a far more conscious
experience of change. The growth at this time also has little to do with physical changes. Instead, the changes
occur on the mental, emotional and spiritual levels of your being.
The next thirty years form the core productive period of your life. Changes at this time will carry forward into
the future. Everything you do is an outgrowth of the first thirty years of your life. Every activity and learning
experience plays a part in your new adventures into the social and business worlds.
Transit Uranus sesqui-square Uranus - 22 March 1842 - Age 33
This period of your early adult life may be marked by agitation because you push or are pushed to become
more independent of family and culture. You choose your own direction in life, based on inner urges and
intuitive insights. Your intuition tells you that the future is there waiting for you. Your life experience tells you
that you have come through earlier challenges, so you conclude that you are capable. You also sense that
while you feel a sense of urgency, you don't actually have to take drastic action.

Transit Uranus quincunx Uranus - 8 June 1845 - Age 36
Your sense of the future undergoes an adjustment. Strong psychic ability may become part of your experience you sense what others are feeling or you see into the future more clearly.
Transit Pluto semi-square Pluto - 19 June 1849 - Age 40
[Long-term effect]
How you internalize issues of power and authority presents a potential struggle at this time. Although you
understand what you have learned from parents and teachers, you begin to see a new set of power dynamics
within your peer group. You may experience a lot of stress as you try to work out your own position and ways
to enhance your own power. All of the people in your immediate age group face this challenge at about the
same age, whereas other generations may face it a good deal earlier or later in life.
Transit Neptune square Neptune - 4 May 1850 - Age 41
[Long-term effect]
Occurring near the time of other planetary aspects, this Neptune aspect can be the source of disillusionment
and extreme sensitivity. You may experience certain vagueness in your decisions or intentions, and planning
may seem nearly impossible. If you sink into a generally negative outlook, you may be influenced by other
people to take actions that run counter to your own interests.
The flipside is that you have the capacity for truly great imagination. You may develop stories into published
work, or cultivate artistic or other talents that contribute to your sense of well-being and even to future career
opportunities.
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Your capacity for true compassion can grow now. Your own inner conflict helps you to understand the plight
of others, and to find ways to improve their lives.
Progressed Venus semi-square Venus - 4 November 1852 - Age 43
[Long-term effect]
Internalized stress accompanies your social and sexual life. Basically, you face social stresses that are
supremely evident to you, but that may not even be visible to other people. You may believe that other people
should understand how you feel, and you find that they often don't have a clue. When you were one or two
moths old, you would have cried to get attention. You may find that you want to cry now when things don't go
your way.
With your attention focused internally, you develop and use your psychic and intuitive talents, and you may
find that they boost your level of social awareness. About this same time you may develop a more
philosophical understanding of your life path. All of these possibilities aid in the formation of structures in
your personal, family, social, and career activities, structures that allow you to manage events and situations in
your life more successfully.
Transit Uranus opposition Uranus - 20 May 1853 - Age 44
Many people feel as if this period is the peak of the productive period of their lives. You have formed
relationships and may have ended some of them. You have pursued a career path and many now decide that
change is needed. Your attitudes have crystallized, making fundamental changes somewhat difficult. Yet you
also may undergo experiences that force you to tear down your self-image and build a new one-or you simply
shed ideas that have been put on you in order to take up your 'real' self-image.
The awareness you gain at this time can form the basis for new beginnings in every area of your experience.
You don't have to revolutionize marriage, friendships, career, etc. However, you can certainly come out of this
time with a very different vision of your life, and particularly of what you want for the future.
Progressed Sun semi-square Sun - 27 February 1854 - Age 45
[Long-term effect]
Now you face a period of stress and tension. You have had about fifteen years to engage in adult productive
activities, and now you may begin to feel some unrest. Where you once thought you knew pretty much
everything you needed to be successful, you now find that you have doubts. You imagine greater possibilities,
yet experience the illusion of limitation - and perhaps very real limitations as well.
One very real experience you have is the inability to control resources. While you may not actually lose much
during this time, you may feel as though you don't gain much either. You resist the idea that you cannot
succeed.
The inner voice of your intuition and psychic senses may come alive during this period in new ways.
Previously you looked outside yourself to find the answers to life's demands. Now you look inward, where you
find the voice of your own soul. If you undergo great changes in relationships, career, or spiritual beliefs, it
means that your inner voice is finally making itself heard, and you are heeding its urges. Whether those urges
are experienced as mere hints or cataclysmic shoves, you will change at this time and live with those changes
for the foreseeable future.
Transit Uranus quincunx Uranus - 30 June 1860 - Age 51
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This aspect occurs at about the same time as your fourth Jupiter Return. It signals a heightening of optimism
and may involve a sudden change in your luck or destiny.
Transit Neptune trine Neptune - 19 April 1864 - Age 55
[Long-term effect]
You experience a peak of spiritual expansion, opening to the non-material side of your existence. You undergo
transformation according to a more ideal but realistic self-image. After recent major changes during other
planets' aspects, you may relax into a more contented frame of mind.
Transit Uranus sesqui-square Uranus - 7 June 1864 - Age 55
The potential for healing may be a big part of your life now. The potential for change continues to dominate. If
you have learned to meditate and calm your mind, you now gain insight into the best uses of everything you
have learned to this point. You may identify some higher spiritual values that stand out as priorities for you.
You have cast off beliefs from childhood that no longer 'fit,' and you are ready to step into the rest of your life
with less emotional baggage. You may seek ways to expand your consciousness to include spirituality or
greater creative fulfillment. To the extent that you need it, emotional healing is possible.
Transit Pluto sextile Pluto - 13 June 1865 - Age 56
[Long-term effect]
You experience multiple opportunities for self-development in mental, emotional, and spiritual arenas. Possible
opportunities arise to improve health or change your appearance. You learn more about compassion now.
Transit Uranus trine Uranus - 19 July 1867 - Age 58
You may have a resurgence (or beginning) of occult experiences. There is a sexual upheaval. For women this
is the likely timing of menopause, although you may have felt it approaching for some time. For men it may be
a time of re-thinking your sexual activities. There is emotional conflict associated with these sexual changes.
You may seek to reclaim your youth in some way.
Progressed Sun sextile Sun - 5 June 1869 - Age 60
[Long-term effect]
Even though you have lived about two thirds of your life already, at this time you see opportunities opening up
for your future in ways you never expected. You find that your individual personality traits correspond with
events and situations effectively, and you are able to fulfill desires you may have nursed for a long time.
At this point, instead of rushing into new things the way you once might have done, you take the time to think
through your ideas and formulate possibilities without taking irrevocable action. You may find that you discuss
your thoughts with other people more than before, and you may also choose to consider the needs and desires
of others as you make your own decisions.
Regardless of the details of your activities, you very likely put a lot more thought into what you are doing. You
know that not all your opportunities will turn out well, and at this time you spend time thinking about which
ones have the greatest promise of success. You also may find that you work more smoothly with other people
now.
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Transit Uranus square Uranus - 2 October 1873 - Age 64
Detachment from the past becomes a reality. You have fulfilled prior goals or discarded them in favor of new
ones. Retirement from one career may give rise to a new one in which you simple do what you love and love
what you do.
If you have not made necessary changes in your beliefs, you may find that some of your attitudes cause you
pain, due to friction with family and associates. Intuition can arise like a thunderbolt, forcing you to change.
The challenge at this time is to anticipate change and to enter into it flexibly and willingly. If you can do this,
you find that you perceive the ebbs and flows around you as a more natural rhythm in your life.
Progressed Venus sextile Venus - 1 August 1874 - Age 65
[Long-term effect]
The first time you experienced this Mercury phase was at about age two months. At that early date your
developmental milestone included gazing into the face of your caregiver, showing that you recognized and
were deeply interested in that person. You connected with her (or him), and you experienced a loving response.
At the present time, you are capable of engaging with the world through social means, and also through
intellectual means. You may enhance your mental skills through taking courses or attending seminars, reading
about a subject that interests you, or exploring the Internet for information. You also may attend group
meetings where your favorite subjects are discussed. At work you may get specific training to keep you up to
date on new developments in your field.
Because you have cultivated social interactions from early infancy, you are now ready to develop mediation
skills, if this is of interest to you. Even if you choose not to work with other people in this way, you now are
able to reconcile your conscious thoughts and feelings, on the one hand, and less conscious mental activities or
your connection to symbols on the other. You may find your interest in mythology and story telling expands at
this time. You observe symbols in the world around you, and you perceive subtle personal meanings in them.
Progressed Mercury semi-sextile Mercury - 13 December 1876 - Age 67
[Long-term effect]
This is a growth period during which your mental faculties were on full alert. You grasped new concepts
easily, and you could also verbalize your understanding clearly and succinctly. You may have discovered that
you were more curious than normal and that you explored new places and ideas with relish. There could have
been a thorn among the roses in that you also learned lessons that you needed to learn, and they may have been
difficult ones.
Mixed in with emotional changes and growing responsibilities, you now experience mental growth. Your
capacity for conscious analysis and reasoning develops through the challenges of work or studies. You refine
your intellect along whatever lines you have chosen, and you may change your decisions about career or
education now.
If your emotional life is stable, you are capable of intense learning. Unstable emotional situations distract your
attention from consistent work or educational efforts. However, your critical faculties and judgment develop
either way.
Transit Neptune quincunx Neptune - 13 June 1877 - Age 68
[Long-term effect]
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This and the later transit at age 96 could signal health problems that are difficult to diagnose. If you are tuned
into your own body, you may feel changes coming and understand them better. You may also tune in to
physical desires more clearly.
Transit Uranus sextile Uranus - 6 September 1880 - Age 71
This is a period of extensive abstract thought, and also possible social fulfillment. You gain greater wisdom
during this period.
Transit Uranus semi-square Uranus - 1 October 1883 - Age 74
Intuition is integrated into your life more fluidly by now. Hopefully you have pursued the mission and meaning
of your life, and a sense of fulfillment has occurred. You may undergo an internal process of
evaluating-summing up-your life. There will likely be some stress involved due to age. Although you have
many years ahead of you, you find yourself thinking about life and the afterlife in new ways.
Progressed Mercury semi-square Mercury - 26 May 1885 - Age 76
[Long-term effect]
This could be a time when you take up a new educational interest. Because of internal tensions, you may find
you can focus more clearly, even with the sort of outside distractions that caused problems in the past.
You may direct your attention in multiple directions. This can be exciting yet not result in any concrete
forward progress. If you begin to feel anxiety or distress, relief is as close as a new yoga practice or other
exercise program. Physical exertion will balance the mental stresses in your life.
Transit Uranus semi-sextile Uranus - 26 October 1886 - Age 77
If you are an active reader, you may set out to explore a new area of science or metaphysics. Meditation may
result in filling in some gaps in your value system. You are eminently positioned to aid younger people and
you may feel a special affinity for grade school children.
Transit Neptune opposition Neptune - 19 August 1890 - Age 81
[Long-term effect]
Given successful passages through previous aspects you now achieve resolution of false assumptions about the
self, reversals of emotional attitude, and self-illumination, as you begin to withdraw into your inner world in a
state of serenity.
Progressed Mercury sextile Mercury - 18 November 1892 - Age 83
[Long-term effect]
In early infancy, you had a set of reflexes that reflected your genetic background and also your profound
capacity for survival. As early as two months, you were integrating massive amounts of information about the
worldwith language patterns and sounds at the top of the list. You had the capacity at that time to learn any
language that you heard on a regular basis, and you were already beginning to experiment with making sounds.
Now, close to age forty, you may find yourself again interested in learning a new language. It could be a
foreign language, computer programming language, or a set of symbols like those used in astrology or the
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Tarot. Whatever your interests, you are now able to grasp and assimilate lots of concrete data and to put it to
use in practical ways. Although you may not share your newfound interests with everyone you know, you
discover that what you are learning has broad applications in many areas of your life.
Transit Uranus conjunct Uranus - 26 December 1892 - Age 83
Your life may become more contemplative now, simply because you are slowing down physically. Many daily
details of your life may be handled by others, and you find that you don't care so much about many things that
you once did. Changes you made earlier in your life have a strong impact on your current situation, and you
experience a symbolic climax in spiritual growth, even though you continue to develop spiritually until the end
of your life.
Transit Pluto square Pluto - 16 August 1896 - Age 87
[Long-term effect]
Your age as indicated above tells you how early or late in life you experience this extremely forceful energy.
You are now called upon to give up many of the mainstays in your life, perhaps including parents and other
family members. You may also make dramatic changes in career direction. There is a potential for ruthlessness
in your actions, and yet there is also potential for dramatic regeneration. Your connection to the collective
unconscious is powerful at this time.
Progressed Sun square Sun - 6 May 1900 - Age 91
[Long-term effect]
Near the end of life, you face a set of profound challenges. You find that now you are reacting to whatever life
brings to you, rather than taking an active role. Throughout your life, you have experienced challenges of many
kinds. You have learned to meet them and overcome them in your own personal style. Now you are faced with
a deeply personal challenge relating to how you meet the end of your life.
You may measure your successes and failures. How have you exerted your will to achieve your goals? How
have you accepted authority? What remaining measure of physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual vitality do
you have?
Every year of your life, three months after your birthday, you have faced and met challenges similar to this
one. Now the stakes are much higher, yet your annual experiences have prepared you for this year and the
following period of your life. Spiritually, this period can be one of the most comforting periods of your entire
life because now you have no hidden agendas left to pursue.
Transit Pluto trine Pluto - 27 July 1925 - Age 116
[Long-term effect]
At the time of this aspect, whether early or late in your life, you experience the potent desire to exercise power.
You may be driven by unconscious desires associated with psychic capacities far greater than in previous
years. You ability to influence others is great. You may master new technology very easily, and you
understand its potential to make you the leader of the pack. It's easy for you to let old habits and beliefs drop
away in favor of new insights that suit your public agenda.
Transit Pluto quincunx Pluto - 28 August 1947 - Age 138
[Long-term effect]
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You experience a period of striking adjustment to shifts within your psyche. From the age range, you can see
that entire generations never reach the point where they experience this shift. If you do, you may even wish
you were part of those other, more fortunate groups, as adaptation can prove intensely difficult. However, it is
also possible that ideas about your life path may be revitalized as you seek new ways to engage the world.
Transit Pluto opposition Pluto - 29 October 1963 - Age 154
[Long-term effect]
You are one of rather few people to ever reach this milestone in your life. You are capable of experiencing a
richer, broader perspective about the meaning of life. You understand social and cultural dynamics more
completely, and you have the potential to burn away negativity and to resolve much of your personal karma.
You gain profound capacity to forgive others.

LIST OF EVENTS
Transit Jupiter semi-sextile Jupiter - 3 July 1809 - Age 0
Transit Jupiter semi-square Jupiter - 25 April 1810 - Age 1
Transit Jupiter sextile Jupiter - 30 June 1810 - Age 1
Progressed Moon semi-sextile Moon - 7 May 1811 - Age 2
Transit Jupiter square Jupiter - 11 July 1811 - Age 2
Transit Saturn semi-sextile Saturn - 26 January 1812 - Age 2
Progressed Moon semi-square Moon - 4 July 1812 - Age 3
Transit Jupiter trine Jupiter - 29 July 1812 - Age 3
Transit Jupiter sesqui-square Jupiter - 20 October 1812 - Age 3
Transit Saturn semi-square Saturn - 21 March 1813 - Age 4
Transit Jupiter quincunx Jupiter - 22 August 1813 - Age 4
Progressed Moon sextile Moon - 5 September 1813 - Age 4
Transit Jupiter opposition Jupiter - 20 September 1814 - Age 5
Transit Saturn sextile Saturn - 23 January 1815 - Age 5
Transit Jupiter quincunx Jupiter - 21 October 1815 - Age 6
Transit Jupiter sesqui-square Jupiter - 10 January 1816 - Age 6
Transit Uranus semi-sextile Uranus - 12 January 1816 - Age 6
Progressed Moon square Moon - 13 January 1816 - Age 6
Transit Jupiter trine Jupiter - 19 November 1816 - Age 7
Transit Saturn square Saturn - 16 April 1817 - Age 8
Transit Jupiter square Jupiter - 15 December 1817 - Age 8
Progressed Moon trine Moon - 21 July 1818 - Age 9
Transit Jupiter sextile Jupiter - 4 January 1819 - Age 9
Transit Jupiter semi-square Jupiter - 11 March 1819 - Age 10
Progressed Moon sesqui-square Moon - 20 November 1819 - Age 10
Transit Uranus semi-square Uranus - 17 December 1819 - Age 10
Transit Jupiter semi-sextile Jupiter - 18 January 1820 - Age 10
Transit Saturn trine Saturn - 21 March 1820 - Age 11
Transit Jupiter conjunct Jupiter - 15 June 1820 - Age 11
Progressed Moon quincunx Moon - 3 February 1821 - Age 11
Transit Saturn sesqui-square Saturn - 19 April 1821 - Age 12
Transit Saturn quincunx Saturn - 17 May 1822 - Age 13
Transit Uranus sextile Uranus - 5 February 1823 - Age 13
Transit Neptune semi-sextile Neptune - 15 February 1823 - Age 14
Progressed Moon opposition Moon - 5 June 1823 - Age 14
Transit Saturn opposition Saturn - 5 July 1824 - Age 15
Progressed Moon quincunx Moon - 23 September 1825 - Age 16
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Transit Saturn quincunx Saturn - 21 August 1826 - Age 17
Progressed Moon sesqui-square Moon - 4 November 1826 - Age 17
Transit Saturn sesqui-square Saturn - 14 September 1827 - Age 18
Progressed Moon trine Moon - 4 December 1827 - Age 18
Transit Saturn trine Saturn - 10 October 1828 - Age 19
Progressed Moon square Moon - 17 January 1830 - Age 20
Transit Neptune semi-square Neptune - 19 February 1830 - Age 21
Transit Uranus square Uranus - 1 April 1830 - Age 21
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Progressed Moon sextile Moon - 1 March 1832 - Age 23
Progressed Moon semi-square Moon - 26 March 1833 - Age 24
Transit Saturn sextile Saturn - 10 October 1833 - Age 24
Progressed Moon semi-sextile Moon - 24 April 1834 - Age 25
Transit Pluto semi-sextile Pluto - 10 June 1834 - Age 25
Transit Saturn semi-square Saturn - 13 November 1834 - Age 25
Transit Saturn semi-sextile Saturn - 25 December 1835 - Age 26
Progressed Moon conjunction Moon - 25 June 1836 - Age 27
Progressed Venus semi-sextile Venus - 22 November 1836 - Age 27
Transit Neptune sextile Neptune - 21 February 1837 - Age 28
Transit Uranus trine Uranus - 21 March 1838 - Age 29
Transit Saturn conjunct Saturn - 9 December 1838 - Age 29
Progressed Sun semi-sextile Sun - 9 January 1839 - Age 29
Transit Uranus sesqui-square Uranus - 22 March 1842 - Age 33
Transit Uranus quincunx Uranus - 8 June 1845 - Age 36
Transit Pluto semi-square Pluto - 19 June 1849 - Age 40
Transit Neptune square Neptune - 4 May 1850 - Age 41
Progressed Venus semi-square Venus - 4 November 1852 - Age 43
Transit Uranus opposition Uranus - 20 May 1853 - Age 44
Progressed Sun semi-square Sun - 27 February 1854 - Age 45
Transit Uranus quincunx Uranus - 30 June 1860 - Age 51
Transit Neptune trine Neptune - 19 April 1864 - Age 55
Transit Uranus sesqui-square Uranus - 7 June 1864 - Age 55
Transit Pluto sextile Pluto - 13 June 1865 - Age 56
Transit Uranus trine Uranus - 19 July 1867 - Age 58
Progressed Sun sextile Sun - 5 June 1869 - Age 60
Transit Uranus square Uranus - 2 October 1873 - Age 64
Progressed Venus sextile Venus - 1 August 1874 - Age 65
Progressed Mercury semi-sextile Mercury - 13 December 1876 - Age 67
Transit Neptune quincunx Neptune - 13 June 1877 - Age 68
Transit Uranus sextile Uranus - 6 September 1880 - Age 71
Transit Uranus semi-square Uranus - 1 October 1883 - Age 74
Progressed Mercury semi-square Mercury - 26 May 1885 - Age 76
Transit Uranus semi-sextile Uranus - 26 October 1886 - Age 77
Transit Neptune opposition Neptune - 19 August 1890 - Age 81
Progressed Mercury sextile Mercury - 18 November 1892 - Age 83
Transit Uranus conjunct Uranus - 26 December 1892 - Age 83
Transit Pluto square Pluto - 16 August 1896 - Age 87
Progressed Sun square Sun - 6 May 1900 - Age 91
Transit Pluto trine Pluto - 27 July 1925 - Age 116
Transit Pluto quincunx Pluto - 28 August 1947 - Age 138
Transit Pluto opposition Pluto - 29 October 1963 - Age 154
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